The most important source of ingredients in the discovery of new drugs are Natural products. Moreover Nagoya protocol is most commonly used in selection of herbs based on similar efficiency, Later scientists have voiced their concern on protocol also proved it as less effective therefore, this project uses data mining classification approaches, novel targeted Selection which makes use of MED -LINE(Medical Literature Analysis and Retrieval system online) database that consists of biomedical information to identify herbs of same efficacy .Neural network technique among all classification techniques is inspired by biological nervous system. AS neural network is successful on wide array of noisy object selection of herbs is done effectively. SOM (self-organizing map) is most popular Neural Network provides a topology preserving mapping from the high dimensional space to map units. The main objective of this project is to survey on various data mining methods and their techniques and to conclude the suitable algorithm.
Introduction
DATA MINING: Definition, history, goals, phases and methods: In this section, we first present definitions of data mining followed by its history and then goals of data mining
Data mining definition
The term Data Mining is used to discover patterns and relations among data in large dataset. Data mining also called as discovery of knowledge from data, used to extract interesting information from large datasets. Firstly, the data to be mined is selected and undergoes data cleaning (it takes 60% effort). Find required and useful features in-order to reduce the data. Search for suitable patterns and evaluate them. Thus, the knowledge is discovered from data.
History of data mining
Following its definition, we move to understand the history of data mining, considering the saying "we are present in age of information", we are in the era where use of vast amount of data is done daily such data must be analyzed and the need of data mining provides tools to discover knowledge from data [1] . Data mining is everywhere, data mining is everywhere, at its story begins before a considerable length of time before Money ball and Edward Snowden. Those milestones would major turning points. Identifying dependencies complexities and patterns. 1763 Thomas Bayes' paper may be distributed posthumously viewing related to current likelihood with former likelihood. It understands complex probability values. 
Goals of data mining
The two main goals of DM are, Prediction includes utilizing the data among datasets and how those attributes are further represented or used in future. Description concentrates with respect to discovering human-interpretable examples describing the information. Those relative fact that prediction and description to specific in formation mining vary respectably. By using some commonly used Data Mining tasks we can achieve the required result of prediction and description. 1) Classification is used to classify data based on attribute type also based on the category it categorizes the data. 2) Identification Its difficult to identify existence of item among vast data, by using identification we can easily identify an event also an activity. 3) Regression Unlike classification regression models continuous valued functions.
Phases/steps
1) Define the problem: To process the data, we must identify business goals and data mining goals. 2) Identify required data: As in data mining we find large amount of unrelated data, we must identify required data. 3) Prepare and preprocess: Data we found is not clear consists of errors, missing values etc. process the data before modeling. 4) Model the data: Based on the input that we give selection of model is to be done in this phase. 5) Train and Test: Consider some of the sample datasets test and iterate results that obtained for the dataset used. 6) Verify and deploy: This phase involves visualization, transformation and removing patterns. 
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Classification
Classification is one of the techniques in data mining. Which deals with the different types to collect the data? Such that to analyse which is important and not. This is also known as decision tree as classification has several methods which is used to get the analysis of large and heavy data sets. 
Why classification
Existing system
This Nagoya protocol is the primary used technique or the method. This method origin came back from early days. The Nagoya Protocol on accessing resources in Genetic and Sharing of Benefits from Utilization to the Convention on Bio-logical Diversity which aims at sharing the benefits utilization of genetic resources. At the initial state this Nagoya protocol is important. This protocol created greater certain legality and transparency for the user and for providers of genetic resources are as follows ac-cording to the survey. For accessing to genetic resources needs to Establish certain more predictable conditions. Ensuring benefit-sharing when providing the genetic resources by leaving the country. The Nagoya Protocol creates encourages to protect and in a way that can be maintained at a certain rate or level. This method is time taking process and it is also less efficient. There are various methods for selecting natural products can be categorized into two groups: 1) Random selection It is a process which selects the products randomly without depending on any other constraints. For Example, for random selection is as follows: Consider, when chosen a target herb and with the similar herbs which are named as candidate herbs. To acquire similar composition herb this random selection method randomly selects the herbs which are like the targeted herb. In this way random selection process selects product [4] .
2) Targeted selection It is one of the important data mining technique which is used to target the customers on which they have shown the interest on a product (or) item in past.
3) Segmentation method The key of the data mining technique is segmentation. It deals with the group of consumers react in the same way to a marketing approach [6] .
SOM Algorithm
This Self-organizing is a neural networks algorithm which are used as input patterns into groups of similar patterns. This Algorithm is the most powerful algorithm. With this we can acquire efficiency when compared to other algorithms [5] . As this algorithm imposes on topological patterns so they are known as "maps". As this algorithm has proven to be most powerful in visualization of data. Usually, patterns which are given as input are usually multi-dimensional. For Example: When considered herb the target herb is selected and there are more than one candidate herbs. Such that out of those they selected which are like targeted herb. 
Applications of SOM algorithm
SOM algorithm has various good properties. These representation on the string or on the grid is easy to interpret. The topology conservations give different order in its class and it is possible to use the data sets with some missed values and we use different classification algorithms with respective their context and these are quick and efficient. Similar herbs selection using SOM algorithm is the main task which we are reviewing in this paper. The concept is we select a target herb and we also find the composition of the targeted herb. We find the candidate herb from candidate data base with the help of their biological names of both targeted and candidate herb. By using novel selection methods and application of SOM algorithm we find the similar herb with same type of composition and these are used for production of drugs. SOM can be used in business fields for example cotton yielding and spinning [7] . Classification techniques which are applied on cotton lint with the help of data analysis methods such as SOM algorithm, k-means techniques and clustering techniques and Probabilistic Neural Network (PNN). This technique can also be used for classifying cotton lint based on their specific characteristics. This set of data is used for classifying cotton bales using a Self-Organizing Maps (SOM) which helps in visualizing the high dimensional cotton lint. SOM algorithm is used in two -level clustering approach and Fuzzy partitioning. The SOM algorithm which is a feature map acts as ideal map for data type identification because the similarities between data types are to be known in priori. This Self organizing map is used to implement data type identifications in various ways and the differences produced in the results are different in most cases [9, 10] . Natural language processing can be done using SOM algorithm in different ways.
1) Document clustering 2) Document retrieval 3) Automatic query SOM algorithm plays an important role in Image segmentation in which the similar property variables are clustered together and gives more efficiency in understanding the similar properties. The algorithm also includes clear explanation about K-means Algorithm basic target is to find churner which means same type or similar groups in the given data set [6] .Breast cancer data can be visualized using SOM algorithm.The presentation of component plane is of integrated self-organized map is a powerful AI tool for analysis of big, complex, biological databases. This allows for displaying of multi-dimensional mapping output disease data bases in different sample specific presentation and providing with various benefits in visual inspection of biological significance of features which are clustered in each unit. This helps to analyse its behaviour of the different attributes having breast cancer and their correlation between them through their component planes. SOM algorithm is also used in applications for ground penetrating Radar Imaging Systems. Self-organizing maps helps in working of automated mapping in hydrographic systems which are exported from satellite Imagery. By using self-organizing maps in land -cover classifications can be clustered with both spectral and spatial information. Meteorology and Oceanography also uses self-organizing maps for understanding its properties of variables and tells about its effects [11] . Image searching in a visual feature space with SOM-based clustering and modified inverted indexing [8] . SOM algorithm is used in facial expression recognition model and use adaptive learning capability. Effective Web sites mining by combining SOM and ontologies.
Conclusion
In this project, the identification of different types of data mining techniques which are implemented on selection of herbs. The various herbs which has its own scientific name are collected from vivid resources. Using these scientific names, the articles which hold the phytochemicals were in the MesH database. These articles are stored in the cloud which helps in easy retrieval. Using these phytochemicals the candidate herbs of a target herb is found out. However, upon all the comparative study made on different techniques we can conclude that using SOM algorithm phytochemical structures present in the herbs are also screened.
